Parallel Fabry-Pérot interferometer in suspended twin-core fiber
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ABSTRACT
Small sections of suspended twin-core fiber are used in reflection configurations to create two parallel Fabry-Pérot
cavities. Situations where both cores are excited and where only one core is excited are analyzed and compared. When
both cores are excited, two parallel and equivalent cavities are formed and an interference pattern with higher visibility is
obtained. The structure is also characterized with respect to temperature and a sensitivity of 12.4 pm/K is achieved.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Twin-core fibers, also known as dual-core or two-core fibers, were first proposed as strain sensors in 1981 [1]. Their
intrinsic coupling properties lead to femtosecond all-optical switching nonlinear couplers [2]. In optical sensing,
temperature sensors were demonstrated [3]. With the advent of Photonic Crystal Fibers (PCF), several twin core fibers
were developed such as twin-core fibers with alveolar air cladding [4] and twin-core photonic bandgap fibers [5]. Hybrid
twin core fibers where light is guided by total internal reflection in one core and by bandgap guidance in the other were
also proposed for wavelength-selective coupling [6]. More recently another type of microstructured twin-core fiber was
developed, the suspended twin-core fiber was developed. A suspended core fiber is one where the core appears to be
suspended in large air holes by thin glass bridges [7]. In the suspended twin-core fiber (STCF) case, the holes are
distributed in order to create two triangular suspended cores. This kind of fiber has been applied as an all-fiber MachZehnder for temperature and strain-independent torsion sensing [8] and for temperature, strain and curvature
discrimination [9].
In this work, a point-sensor based on a Fabry-Pérot cavity is presented for temperature sensing. A small section of
suspended twin-core fiber is spliced to standard single mode fiber. Two cases are compared, one where both cores are
illuminated and one where only one is illuminated. The interference pattern relative to the optical path difference
between light reflected at the splice and reflected at the fiber end is monitored. The structure is then characterized with
respect to temperature variations by monitoring the spectral shifts.

2. FABRICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION
The sensing heads were produced by splicing a section of STCF to standard SMF. The suspended twin-core fiber used
has four holes and was fabricated at IPHT (Institute of Photonic Technology, Jena). The cores have an in circle diameter
of 1.5 μm and a spacing of 7.6 μm. Since this distance is large and the connecting bridge is very thin (~0.6 μm), little or
no coupling is expected. In order to excite both cores equally or just one core, a fiber inspection microscope was used
while aligning the SMF and STCF in the arc fusion splice machine. The arc discharge with low current was applied on
the SMF side and not centered between SMF and STCF [10]. This way, the risk of hole collapse or core recoil is
minimized.
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The setup useed to characteerize this sensiing head is deepicted in Figu
ure 1. The sen
nsing head is iilluminated with an erbiumdoped opticall broadband soource with a central
c
waveleength of 1550
0 nm and a speectral width oof 100 nm. Reflected light iss
collected, witth the aid of ann optical circu
ulator, by an ooptical spectru
um analyzer with
w a maximuum resolution of 0.01 nm.
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Figure 1. Experimental setup
s
of sensing
g head characterrization. Inset: fiber
f
tip with seection of suspennded twin-core fiber.

3. RESULT
TS AND DIISCUSSIO
ON
Several sensinng heads withh different STCF lengths [330, 20, 13, 5, 1] mm were analyzed.
a
The typical spectrral response iss
a fringe patteern as depictedd in Figure 2. Since there iis little to no coupling
c
betw
ween cores, muuch less at theese very smalll
STCF lengths the interfereence comes from
fr
the diffeerent optical path
p
lengths of
o light reflectted at the spllice and at thee
cleaved end. This can effeectively be desscribed as a M
Michelson inteerferometer orr a low finessse Fabry-Pérott cavity. Lighht
travels indeppendently in both
b
cores an
nd is again reecombined at the splice. The
T Fabry-Pérrot cavity can
n be modeledd
considering thhe interferencce between two beams usingg the followin
ng equation:
=

2
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2

⋅

where I is the intensity off the interferen
nce,
is thee initial phasee and
is th
he operating w
wavelength in
n vacuum. Thee
=2
, whhere in this case, is the len
ngth of the ST
TCF section and is the samee
OPD of a rouund-trip is giveen by:
in both cases and
is the
t cores’ refrractive index. As seen in Figure
F
2, the reflection specctrum shows an
a interferencee
pattern with a fringe visibbility of appro
oximately 4 dB
B, enough forr most sensing
g applicationss. The spectru
um from the 5
mm sensing hhead with bothh cores is reprresented.
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Figure 2. Reflection specctrum of the 5 mm
m STCF sensiing head (left) and
a fringe spacing as a functioon of STCF leng
gth (right).
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Comparing the fringe spacing of the spectra for the different sensing head lengths, a decrease of the spacing is observed
with increasing STCF length this is expected from the following equation that can be derived from the optical path
length difference:
Δ =

⋅

2

1

Sensing heads with 13 mm-STCF sections read in reflection but where either both cores are illuminated or just one core
is excited are compared in Figure 3. Readily observable is the difference in reflected optical power and visibility. While
in the case where only one core is excited there is much more power, in the case where both cores are illuminated, there
is much higher visibility. Higher power in the case where only one core is excited is expected since the mode field of the
SMF is centered with one of the STCF cores, while in the other case, to excite both cores equally, the SMF mode field is
centered between the cores where only air and a thin bridge exists. When both cores are excited, an interference pattern
with a higher visibility is created due to sum of the in-phase signals that originate from both cores.
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Figure 3. Reflection spectra of 13 mm STCF sections where both cores are illuminated (top) and only one core is
illuminated (bottom).

To demonstrate the capability of this structure as a high temperature sensor, the 5 mm sensing head was placed in an
electric furnace and characterized with respect to temperature variations in the range 100-500 ºC. A linear regression was
used to fit the response (R2=0.9995) and a sensitivity of 12.4 pm/K was calculated (see Figure 4). The temperature
sensitivity is in line with that obtained by others for similar suspended core fiber and suspended twin-core fiber
structures (see Table 1).
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Figure 4. Wavelength shift with temperature variation. Temperature sensitivity of 12.4 pm/K and a coefficient of
determination R2 = 0.9995.
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Table 1. Temperature sensitivity comparison in literature.

Fiber and Mechanism

Temperature Sensitivity

Reference

Suspended twin-core fiber – parallel FP interferometer

12.4 pm/K

This work

Suspended twin-core fiber – Mach-Zehnder interferometer

11.4 pm/K

[8]

Suspended twin-core fiber – Fiber Loop Mirror

19.9 pm/K

[11]

7.65 pm/K (3-hole SCF)

[12]

Suspended core fiber – Fabry-Pérot cavity

8.89 pm/K (4-hole SCF)

4. CONCLUSIONS
To summarize, suspended twin-core fiber was used to fabricate point sensors where a small section is spliced to SMF.
An analysis of the interference pattern as a function of the STCF length was performed. As expected, a larger fringe
spacing was obtained for smaller sensing heads. A temperature sensitivity 12.4 pm/K obtained for the 5 mm STCFsection sensing head is in accordance with results obtained in literature. Situations where both cores or only one core
were illuminated were compared. When both cores are illuminated a higher visibility is achieved and this could be
interesting for refractive index measurements using these structures as dip sensors.
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